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Line and Form. The most distinguishing trait of the Rococo
style was the dominance of the curved line, a double curve being
considered especially beautiful. The legs of all furniture were
curved, and even basic rectangular forms were camouflaged by
curvilinear ornamentation. See page 86. Another outstanding
characteristic of the Rococo period was asymmetrical balance, not
only in the lines of decorations, but also in the contour of small
articles like mirrors.
Motifs. One of the amazing features of the Rococo style was
the variety of subject matter for decorative material Any sub-
ject was acceptable as long as it was handled in a smart, spirited
fashion with a finished technique. Scale was often mischievously
violated; for example, a tiny monkey might be sheltered by a blos-
som much larger than himself.
Scenes of social activities and pastoral joys were the vogue. The
shell was the favorite motif; others were stalactites, festoons,
pendants, vases, ribbons, lace, cupids, flames, wreaths, flowers,
plumes, wings, birds, satyrs, figures, Chinese dragons, pagodas, and
scenery. Beautiful irregular rhythms of curved lines were pro-
duced by the intemvining of leaves, flowers, rocks, and sheik
copied from nature.
Color. For the first rime colors were light and also bright.
Gilt, ivory, gray, soft rose, and light green were the most popular.
Furniture. Furniture was made from fruitwood, walnut, and
mahogany with precious woods for inlay, marquetry, and veneer.
Elaborate carving, gilding, lacquering, ormolu, inlay, and mar-
quetry decorated the furniture. The most important lacquerwork
was the greenish verms Martin, created by Martin to protect the
pictures painted on the furniture. Ormolu or metal ornamentation
was very common during this period, Furniture was trimmed
with gay metal forms serving as drawer pulls, corner mounts,
hinges, key plates, feet, or merely as design elements. Tables,
bureaus, and commodes had marble tops. The inornate life of the
period encouraged new articles like the chaise longue, berg£re
(padded armchair), arid fire screen,
Textiles. Damask, brocade, brocatelle, satin, velvet, printed
cotton and Enen, tapestry, and needlework were used. Slip covers
of heavy taffm were sometimes employed in the summer time.
French carpets or Oriental rugs of thick pite covered the floors.

